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5 Guides to Video Game Level Design. Share Tweet. A whole new world! World of Level Design is a great resource for picking up tips and tricks that can make you a stronger level designer. If you’re stuck, drawing a creative blank, there’s a link to 121 Level Design Ideas and Locations. You can browse through the images and something might inspire you. There’s a guide that walks you through planning levels and game environments in 11 steps. LEVEL-DESIGN.org News Roundup Volume 50. Hello fellow Level Designers and Artists! This update is way bigger than an usual one because of the long break between last posts but also because this one is a special one! It’s the 50th News Roundup! First LEVEL-DESIGN.org News Roundup was posted almost exactly 6 years ago. The idea was to save some of my time on writing single news posts and aggregate all the links into one single update.